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At present, China is in the peak of the outbreak of the labor disputes. In response 
to substantial growth in labor dispute cases, the Supreme Court in September 2010 
issued a "Interpretations of Several Issues of Appling Laws to LaborDispute Cases 
(c)”. Coupled with two previous specialized judicial interpretations and related 
approvals, the labor litigation system in China has been basically formed. Thus, we 
need to solve a range of issues, such as relations between labor litigation and labor 
law (social law), labor litigation and civil law, labor litigation and labor dispute 
mediation, arbitration. and so on. Therefore, the study not only has practical 
significance, but also has theoretical significance. For practical significance, the study 
will help to maintain the labor legal rights of both employers and employees, in 
particular safeguard the lawful rights and interests of employees so as to achieve the 
legislative purpose of Labor Law; help the court to improve degree of specializationin 
dealing with cases of labor disputes; help to build a harmonious labor relations and 
safeguard social stability and build a harmonious society; help to solve the people's 
livelihood, to implement the Constitution, implement and protect basic human rights. 
For theoretical significance，the research on litigation labor system will not only help 
to expand the depth and breadth of the research on litigation labor system, but also 
realize the modern transformation of traditional litigation. Thus, not only for labor law 
but also procedural law, the research on litigation labor systen is of great significance. 
The author studies the research on the labour litigation system in this paper, 
which consists of five chapters in addition to the introduction. Firstly, the first part 
of this chapter analyses the theoretical basis of the labor litigation system, which is 
basic premise of construction of labor litigation system. Thereafter, The author 
studies the legislation and operation of labour litigation system in industrialized 
market economy countries so as to render references for labor litigation legislation 
and judicial practice in China .Then study positioning of labor litigation in 
pluralized dispute resolution mechanisms and the civil justice reform in China. 
Based on it the author discusses the reform and the specific design of labor 
litigation system. 














the substantive law. that is labor law. Although labor litigation is independent, to suit 
the substantive law is its task and goal. The traditional civil procedures based on civil 
law can not meet the labor law. So it is necessary to construct the labor litigation 
system. 
Labor right of action separated from the traditional civil right of action has 
become an independent right of action. It is necessary and feasible to introduce labor 
right of action in the labor litigation system. To define the labor right of action is of 
great significance to the construction of labour litigation system. In order to realize 
the labor right of action, we must deal well with the following issues :labor right of 
action and the mode of the relation between arbitration and adjudication; case range 
and protection of labor right of action ; litigation costs, legal aid and protection of 
labor right of action. and so on. 
Mordern litigation principles are the guiding ideology and basic principles of 
law−making and courts−administering the law, and also legal basis for the 
formulation and implementation of procedural system .According to requirements of 
principle of proportionality , the design and reform of the labor dispute system 
should adapt to the nature, characteristics of labor dispute cases, the amount in 
dispute, and adapt to such factors as complexity, thereby make labor dispute cases 
handled properly. 
In western countries, the ongoing access to justice movement has had a profound 
impact on the design of labor litigation system. According to Access to Justice and the 
welfare state theory, the obstacles making use of the courts to provide access to justice 
should be eliminated. And it is the government's responsibility to supply legal aids. 
The rules of written hearing in legal principle of non-adversary procedure 
provide a fast and easy solution to labor dispute settlement. So it should be 
constructed in the labor dispute settlement mechanisms. Principle of considerable cost 
principle requires parties and courts to avoid unnecessary waste and sacrifice of 
interests in the process of labor dispute settlement. 
Chapter 2:comparison of overseas labor litigation system. Foreign countries and 
regions have their own unique forms of labor litigation system, Japan and the United 
States mainly deal with individual labor disputes and right disputes through civil 
proceedings, And the United Kingdom, France and Germany take the specialized 














has more unique mechanism of labor litigation, And developing countries, China 
Taiwan and Hong Kong's labor litigation systems also have their own characteristics. 
Construction of overseas labor litigation system provides references for labor 
litigation system in China. China needs to set labor litigation system in accordance 
with different types of labor disputes; not only explore the establishment of labour 
courts system to realize specialization of labor trial, but also achieve labor autonomy 
and give full play between employers and employees in resolving labor disputes; the 
judges not just define the rights and obligations to resolve disputes, it is more 
important to coordinate labor relations to prevent the occurrence of labor disputes; 
design the labor litigation system according to the characteristics of labor dispute 
cases to properly resolve the labor disputes. 
Chapter 3: the structure of labor litigation system . Labor litigation system can 
be divided into labor private interest litigation, labor public interest litigation and 
labor constitutional litigation. According to different types of disputes, we must 
construct labor litigation system in different forms. set private interest litigation to 
handle private interest disputes, set public interest litigation to settle public interest 
disputes, and set labor constitutional litigation to deal with disputes involving 
constitutional rights. So three-dimensional, comprehensive litigation system of labor 
right protection will be constructed, Meanwhile, the conditions including the history 
of China must be considered in the labor litigation system, Under the rule of law it 
will be realized step by step.  
Meanwhile, the labor dispute settlement mechanism is presenting the group trend 
in china . So the group labor litigation system must be constructed. And it can be set 
in accordance with the nature of collective labor disputes. joint action, representative 
action and model action can be set to handle private interest group disputes，and group 
action and class action can be established to settle public interest group disputes. 
Chapter 4:positioning of labor litigation system. Including positioning of labor 
litigation in the type of labor disputes to resolve; positioning of labor litigation in the 
civil justice reform; positioning of labor litigation in the labor dispute settlement 
mechanisms.  
It is a common practice that labor dispute settlement mechanism is be set 
according to the type of the labor dispute in industrialized market economy countries. 














through mediation, arbitration. But the collective labor disputes and the labor disputes 
caused by signing collective labor contracts are be settled by means of mediation and 
administrative processing. In the long run, China can learn from the German model of 
labor-court. And Dispute Arbitration Committee of Labor and Personnel will be 
transformed into a labor-court, the collective labor disputes and individual labor 
disputes are included in case range of the labor court. 
In the civil justice reform, not only is it necessary for labor litigation system to 
be introduced temporarily into its scope, but also to be designed and arranged in 
accordance with its characteristics. In the long run, labor litigation system will be 
fully independent from the civil procedural law. According to its content, traditional 
litigation system can not taked as a model, we must open up a new path. 
In the labor dispute settlement mechanisms, we should adhere to the diversity of 
mechanisms which coexist, jointly develop and promote each other. Adhere to the 
action mechanism leading central role in labor dispute settlement mechanisms. At 
present, China should make full use of the system space the new laws has given, 
Courts should provide support and convergence of ADR. And strengthen supervision 
to ADR to protect justice and fairness. At the same time create various cohesion forms 
of litigation and non-litigation. Traditional litigation proceedings can not serve as a 
modle for labor litigation proceedings. common action can not become the primary 
way to resolve labor disputes because of its shortcomings that can not be overcomed. 
As the new type of litigation labor litigation system should possess simple, flexible 
program features. And reduce its technical components, possess the characteristics of 
popularity and approachability, help to promote further communication between 
employers and employees to make up for cracks parties formed, and repair labor 
relations. 
Chapter 5: reform of labor litigation system. Constrution of labor litigation trial 
organization is an important aspect of labor litigation system, which is a basic content 
of relatively independent labor litigation system. And it is also organization protection 
of trying labor dispute cases. So the author discusses it to establish labor trial 
organization consistent with Chinese national conditions and the world development 
trend of the labor dispute handling procedures. 
Genernally, common labor litigation procedure is composed of litigation 
procedure and ancillary proceedings .And the litigation procedure includes trial 














for judicial proceedings or for the preparatory phase of the trial proceedings, but also 
becomes an important hub of the diversion of cases and construction of plualized 
dispute resolution mechanlisms. So we must construct and improve default 
judgement , summary judgement and consensus judgement. Also need to establish and 
improve the small claims procedure and supervisory procedure to supply a fast , easy 
and inexpensive solution to labor disputes. In order to protect the legitimate rights and 
interests of employees, not only need to improve the system of property preservation 
and the system of advance implementation, but also need to create action preservation 
system. 
In judicial practice, there are large numbers of labor dispute cases that are unable 
to apply to the civil proceedings. So reform of labor litigation specific systems are 
imperative. Reform and improve labor litigation jurisdiction system, perfect allocation 
of the burden of proof of the labor litigation cases, and detail its allocation criteria. 
Remodle relations between arbitration and litigation to improve the existing system of 
labor litigation judicial level, and perfect part ruling system.and so on. 
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